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The Division of Labor Specialized Workers

Specialization Among Complementary Tasks

A continuum of tasks must be preformed to produce final output

Y = min
s∈[0,1]

y (s)

Rate of production from each task s

y (s) = E (s) tw (s)

I tw (s) is working time devoted to performing the task

Productivity in the performance of each task s

E (s) = h [th (s)]
γ

I h reflects the general level of schooling or knowledge
I th (s) is time devoted to acquiring task-specific skills
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The Division of Labor Specialized Workers

Time Allocation Within a Task

Total time devoted to task and skill s

t (s) = th (s) + tw (s)

Rate of production

y (s) = max
th
htγ
h [t (s)− th ] = Γ [t (s)]1+γ

I For the sake of notation let Γ ≡ hγγ/ (1+ γ)1+γ

Optimal time allocation

th (s) =
γ

1+ γ
t (s) and tw (s) =

1
1+ γ

t (s)
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The Division of Labor Specialized Workers

Cooperative Allocation of Workers to Tasks

Ex ante identical workers and tasks

Workers are endowed with one unit of productive time

Each member of a team of L workers concentrates on 1/L tasks

t (s) = L

Output per capita is increasing in team size

Y
L
= ΓLγ

Becker and Murphy (1992):

The division of labor cannot be limited mainly by the extent
of the market when many specialists provide essentially the same
skills. Our claim is that instead it is usually limited by the costs
of coordinating workers with different specialties.
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The Division of Labor Specialized Workers

From the Team to the City

Generalize the Leontief technology to CES technology

Y =
{∫ n

0
[y (s)]α ds

} 1
α

for 0 6= α ≤ 1

I Leontief technology for α→ −∞, Cobb-Douglas for α = 0

Ethier’s (1982) supply-side version of CES demand
I Output is an aggregate of differentiated intermediates
I Perfectly competitive assembly sector

Final goods are costlessly tradable

Intermediate inputs (i.e., tasks s) are not tradable across cities

⇒ Agglomeration economies from shared inputs
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The Division of Labor Specialized Workers

Competitive Allocation of Workers to Tasks

CES demand function for each intermediate

p (s) =
[
Y
y (s)

]1−α

Two-stage specialization
1 Workers choose which tasks to perform
2 Workers set prices of the tasks they are performing

Bertrand competition implies that only one worker performs each task

Earnings per task equal

p (s) y (s) = Y 1−α [y (s)]α = Y 1−αΓα [t (s)]α(1+γ)

For α (1+ γ) ≤ 1 a worker performs all the tasks he can monopolize
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The Division of Labor Specialized Workers

Gains from Specialization

Becker and Murphy (1992) again

Fixed range of tasks n = 1
I Analogous to a quality-ladder model of productivity

Complementarities are suffi ciently strong: α (1+ γ) ≤ 1
Each of L city residents specializes in 1/L tasks

Y (s) = ΓL1+γ for s ∈ [0, n]

Output per capita is increasing in city size

Y
L
= ΓLγ

But does each worker really have a unique specialization?
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The Division of Labor Specialized Firms

Endogenous Input Supply
Intermediates y (s) are produced by specialized firms
Increasing returns at the firm level: labor requirement

l (s) = f + βy (s)

Monopolistic competition for α ∈ (0, 1) and endogenous wage w :

p (s) =
β

α
w

Zero-profit firm size

y (s) =
α

1− α

f
β
and l (s) =

f
1− α

Equilibrium number of intermediates

n =
1− α

f
L
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The Division of Labor Specialized Firms

Gains from Variety

Output per capita is increasing in city size

Y
L
=

α

β

(
1− α

f
L
) 1−α

α

I We can remove all constants by choosing units for intermediates

New Economic Geography
1 Infinite costs to transport intermediates across cities
2 Economies of scale transfer from the firm to the city level

CES demand implies constant mark-ups
I Only the supply side matters: labor market, not product market
I Firm entry is socially effi cient and relative prices are undistorted
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The Division of Labor Urban Structure

Congestion
Linear monocentric city with population Ni
Each worker demands a unit of land and supplies a unit of time
Time cost of commuting: 4τ times distance from the CBD

⇒ Aggregate labor supply

Li = 2
∫ Ni/2

0
(1− 4τs) ds = Ni (1− τNi )

⇒ Bid rent for a homogeneous wage wi

ri (s) = 4τ

(
Ni
2
− s
)
wi

I Outside option of land normalized to zero

⇒ Aggregate land rent in the city

Ri = 2
∫ Ni/2

0
ri (d) ds = τwiN2i
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The Division of Labor Urban Structure

Optimal City Size

Output per capita as a function of city is

Yi
Ni
=
1
Ni
L
1
α
i = N

1
α−1
i (1− τNi )

1
α

Effi ciency-maximizing city size

N∗ =
1− α

(2− α) τ

I Increasing with agglomeration economies: ∂N∗/∂α < 0
I Decreasing with congestion costs: ∂N∗/∂τ < 0
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The Division of Labor Urban Structure

Competitive City Development
A continuum of potential city sites, each controlled by a developer

I No scarcity of land
I No integer constraints

Land developers propose city charters specifying
1 City size Ni
2 Transfers to residents ti paid out of land rent

Workers can relocate at no cost
I Net income must be equalized across cities

The development sector is perfectly competitive
I Compete for workers by maximizing their net income

ui = wi (1− 2τNi ) + ti

subject to non-negative profits

πi = τwiN
2
i − tiNi ≥ 0
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The Division of Labor Urban Structure

The Henry George Theorem

The competitive solution is effi cient
I The private and public returns to labor are endogenously equalized

1 Developers transfer all land rents to local workers
I Zero-profit transfer ti = τwiNi

2 All cities achieve optimal size
I The zero-profit transfer implies ui = wi (1− τNi ) = Yi/Ni

A classic result, but not a universal one
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The Division of Labor Urban Structure

Requirements for Effi ciency

1 Land rent must be paid out to workers
I Absentee landowners would not internalize congestion
⇒ Competitive developers or local governments

2 There must be no coordination failures
I Overly large cities are locally stable, even with common land ownership
⇒ City charters as a perfect coordination device

3 There must be no ineffi ciency in production
I The developers cannot regulate firm entry and firm size
⇒ Monopolistic competition with CES demand happens to be effi cient
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Labor Market Depth Pooling

Statistical Economies of Scale

A simple idea going back to Marshall

n firms produce the numeraire with technology

Yi = AiNi −
1
2
N2i

Idiosyncratic productivity Ai has mean Ā and variance σ2A
Timeline

1 Workers choose their location
2 The realization of Ai is observed
3 Firms hire workers
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Labor Market Depth Pooling

Wages

Equilibrium wage

w =
1
n

n

∑
i=1
Ai −

N
n

The expected wage is independent of city size

Ew = Ā− N
n

1 A function of factor proportions, but not of market size
2 Increasing in expected productivity
3 Independent of the variance of productivity
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Labor Market Depth Pooling

Profits

Equilibrium profits

πj =
1
2
(Aj − w)2 =

1
2

(
n− 1
n

Aj −
1
n ∑
i 6=j
Ai +

N
n

)2
Expected profits

Eπj =
1
2

[
n− 1
n

σ2A +

(
N
n

)2]

1 Increasing in city size for given factor proportions
2 Independent of expected productivity
3 Increasing in the variance of productivity
4 Complementarity between volatility and market size
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Labor Market Depth Pooling

Free Entry

Free entry for this simple model is not too simple
1 Expected profits are not monotonic in n
2 n has to be an integer to create aggregate uncertainty

Creating a firm has a cost F > σ2A/2

Population N >
√
2F induces entry of a finite number of firms

n̂ = max
{
n ∈N :

(
2F − σ2A

)
n2 + σ2An−N2 ≤ 0

}
=


√

σ4A + 4 (2F − σ2A)N
2 − σ2A

2 (2F − σ2A)
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Labor Market Depth Pooling

Ignoring the Integer Constraint

Disregarding the integer constraint we can take comparative statics

∂ log n
∂ logN

=
2N2

2N2 − σ2An
> 1

If city size N is pinned down by an exogenous housing stock

1 Larger population induces more than proportionally larger firm entry
2 Larger cities have higher expected nominal wages
3 Larger cities have higher housing prices

Large cities have lots of small firms and thus pay a wage premium
I In reality, city size and average firm size are positively correlated
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Labor Market Depth Pooling

Reallocation for Firms, Risk Sharing for Workers

Small market: high correlation between each firm and the aggregate
1 Small worker flows in a market-wide boom or bust
2 Large wage fluctuations as firms bid up or down together

Large market: idiosyncratic firm shocks largely cancel out
1 Large worker flows from slumping to booming firms
2 Small wage fluctuations since average productivity is stable

We modelled demand-side agglomeration economies
I Each firm likes a market where others are slumping when it booms

Supply-side agglomeration economies if workers are risk averse
I Workers like the low wage volatility of a large market
I Even more so if wage stickiness translates into unemployment
I But this would push towards lower average wages in larger cities
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Labor Market Depth Pooling

Cross-Sector Pooling

Labor pooling across industries instead of firms in an industry
I Costlier for workers to switch
I Larger idiosyncratic component of shocks

⇒ Cities benefit from industrial diversity
I More than an urbanization economy, an “anti-localization”economy

Seminal work on urban diversity: Chinitz (1961), Jacobs (1961)

Some evidence of cross-sector pooling
I Simon (1988), Diamond and Simon (1990)
I Unemployment is higher in more specialized cities
I Workers demand higher wages in more specialized cities
I The effect is stronger for industries with more cyclical variability
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Labor Market Depth Matching

A Simple Matching Externality

Expected match quality increases in the number of potential partners

Worker i at firm j has match-specific productivity Aji
The worker has all the bargaining power and earns Aji
Each worker i observes the realizations of Aji for n firms

If Aji are i.i.d. with distribution FA (a) and density fA (a)

EA〈n〉i = n
∫ ∞

0
a [FA (a)]

n−1 fA (a) da

If Aji are i.i.d. uniform on [0, 1], the productivity of the best match is

A〈n〉i ∼ B (n, 1)⇒ EA〈n〉i =
n

n+ 1

1 Increasing from 1/2 for n = 1 to limn→∞ A
〈n〉
i = 1

2 Rather strongly concave in n
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Labor Market Depth Matching

A Salop Model

An endogenous number n of firms

Increasing returns to scale: labor requirement Nj = f + βyj
A continuum of measure N workers supplying one unit of labor each

Each firm produces the numeraire with a particular skill requirement

Workers’skills are uniformly distributed on the unit circle

Firms’skill requirements are evenly spaced on the unit circle

If a worker’s skill differs from his employer’s requirement by z ,
the cost of the mismatch is µz , borne by the worker
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Labor Market Depth Matching

Monopsonistic Competition

Firms post a profit-maximizing wage offer w

Each firm is competing with its two closest neighbors, at distance 1/n
By posting wj firm j attracts workers with any mismatch z such that

wj − µz ≥ w − µ

(
1
n
− z
)
⇔ z ≤ 1

2

(
1
n
+
wj − w

µ

)
Employment

Nj = N
(
1
n
+
wj − w

µ

)
Output

yj =
1
β

[
N
(
1
n
+
wj − w

µ

)
− f
]
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Labor Market Depth Matching

Wage Setting

Profits

πj = N
(
1
β
− wj

)(
1
n
+
wj − w

µ

)
− f

β

Monopsonistic wage

wj =
1
2

(
1
β
− µ

n
+ w

)
Equilibrium wage

w =
1
β
− µ

n

Monopsony power reduces wages below marginal productivity 1/β

Higher n erodes monopsony power through labor-market competition
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Labor Market Depth Matching

Free Entry

Equilibrium profits

πj = µ
N
n2
− f

β

Equilibrium number of firms

n =

√
βµ

f
N

Aggregate output

Y =
N
β
−
√

µf
β
N

Increasing returns to scale from competition
1 n is less than proportional to N because of competition between firms
2 In the presence of fixed costs, this increases output per worker
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Labor Market Depth Matching

From Output to Income per Worker
Matching externality: average mismatch

Ez =
1
4n

Income per worker

Y
N
− µEz =

1
β
− 5
4

√
µf
βN

1 The positive matching externality induces insuffi cient entry
2 The negative business-stealing externality induces excessive entry

In this specification the latter effect dominates: the social optimum is

n∗ = argmax
ñ

{
1
β

(
1− ñf

N

)
− µ

4ñ

}
=
1
2

√
βµ

f
N =

n
2

I The Henry George Theorem fails unless developers can tax firm entry
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Labor Market Depth Matching

Increasing Returns to Matching
A bigger market could also increase the probability of matching

I Search and matching frictions à la Diamond-Mortensen-Pissarides

Aggregate matching function with increasing returns to scale
I Uncommon property in standard microfoundations

Each worker-vacancy match is unproductive with probability ψ

A job seeker can apply simultaneously to the stock of vacancies V
I The worker rejects all existing vacancies with probability ψV

A new vacancy receives applications from the stock of job seekers U
I The firm rejects all initial applicants with probability ψU

With continuous time flows u and v , matches are

m = v
(
1− ψU

)
+ u

(
1− ψV

)
I Increasing returns in the stocks and the flows
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Labor Market Depth Matching

Skills and Matching: Power Couples

Matching may be more important for more skilled workers
I Greater skill tends to correlate with greater specialization
I The college educated may be more career-oriented

Confounding factors may attract the skilled to large cities
I The skill premium may be increasing in city size
I Urban amenities are normal goods or even complements to education

Costa and Kahn (2000) “power couples” vs. singles
I Same impact of skill premia
I Couples’colocation problem raises the importance of matching
I Some amenities may matter more for singles (e.g., marriage markets)
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Labor Market Depth Matching

Frequency of Location Choice by Household Type
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Labor Market Depth Matching

Choice of Location and Career

Aggregate descriptive data do not control for individual characteristics

Colocation is a problem for couples with two careers
I Female labor force participation is endogenous
I It may depend on city size

Indirect utility for household i

V is ,w = x
′
i βs ,w + εis ,w

Six choices indexed by s and w
I City type s: small, midsize, large
I Labor-force participation w ∈ {0, 1} (defined for the wife or a single)

Individual characteristics xi : age, race, educational attainment
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Labor Market Depth Matching

Multinomial Logit

εis ,w has a type I (Gumbel) extreme value distribution

Probability that household i chooses s,w

P is ,w =
exp

(
x ′i βs ,w

)
∑2
s=0 ∑1

w=0 exp
(
x ′i βs ,w

)
I Estimates reported for xi = white, man age 35, woman age 33

The model could be estimated by maximum likelihood

Simpler alternative: linear regression of grouped data

log
P̄ is ,w
P̄ i0,1

= x ′i
(

βs ,w − β0,1
)

I Frequency P̄ is ,w of choice s,w for households with characteristics xi
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Labor Market Depth Matching

More Appropriate Econometric Models

Multinomial logit assumes “Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives”
I Not plausible in this case
I More choices for women affect the ratio of initially available options

Nested logit: IIA holds within nests but not across nests
I If a career in a large city becomes more attractive ...

1 Nest by s : it draws proportionately from in and out of the labor force
2 Nest by w : it draws proportionately from small and midsize cities

Cross-nested logit: overlapping nests for w and s

Multinomial probit: εi is a multivariate normal
I Probit choice probabilities must be simulated numerically

Mixed logit: full generality, at least as an approximation
I Random coeffi cients, no assumption of normality
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Labor Market Depth Matching

Predicted Probability of Location Choice
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Labor Market Depth Matching

Differences in Differences

In levels, singles are more likely than power couples to be in large cities
I Single-specific amenities could account for this pattern

Changes over time, 1970 to 1990
I Married women’s careers have become more important

1 Raw time difference for power couples = .103
I Educated couples are increasingly attracted to large cities

2 Double difference comparing to “coincidental couples”= .067
I Control group: unrelated man and woman living in the same city
I Two-thirds of the increase are due to colocation

3 Triple difference comparing to less educated households = .020
I One fifth of the increase is due to skill-matching complementarities
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Labor Market Depth Mitigating the Hold-Up Problem

Urban Outside Options

A worker can make a non-contractible investment in human capital
I Private cost k
I Increase in productivity p

Workers cannot relocate after making the investment

Firms have all the bargaining power

1 An investment specific to a single firm in the city cannot be made
I The worker anticipates being offered his reservation wage anyway

2 If there are two firms the worker can work for, he will invest
I Bertrand competition compensates the worker perfectly

A general mechanism so long as the long side of the market invests
I Agglomeration diseconomies if the short side were investing
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Labor Market Depth The Intensive Margin

Agglomeration and Hours Worked

Labor productivity is the main focus, but other factors matter

Extensive margin: less unemployment, more labor force participation
I Theory and evidence about matching and (cross-sector) pooling

Intensive margin: hours per worker (Rosenthal and Strange 2008)

This evidence of work behavior differing between profes-
sionals and nonprofessionals echoes Colemen and Pencavel
(1993a, 1993b), who report that hours worked have in-
creased over time among educated workers in the United
States, but have fallen among less educated workers.6

What forces might be responsible for this pattern? One is
that big-city workers may choose longer hours because their
work is more productive and therefore better rewarded.
Another is that hard workers may be drawn to large cities.
A third explanation is that there is more rivalry in large
markets, leading workers to choose long hours as a way to
signal ability. We characterize this as an urban rat race. On
the other hand, it is also possible that adding workers to a
local labor market could reduce individual hours worked as
the total workload is spread over a larger number of indi-
viduals.7 These forces yield different predictions about the
agglomeration–hours worked relationship. It is entirely pos-
sible—in fact, it is likely—that all of these mechanisms
influence observed patterns of hours worked.

We test for the presence of these forces using full-time
workers throughout the United States from the 1990 5%
IPUMS of the Decennial Census (http://www.ipums.org).
Among nonprofessionals, we find that increased spatial
concentration of workers in the individual’s occupation is
associated with fewer hours worked, consistent with work-
spreading. The opposite is true for professional workers of
all ages. Among these professional workers, hours increase
with the density of employment in the worker’s occupation
and location, consistent with the presence of selection and
productivity effects. Moreover, the latter effect is several
times as large for young professionals as for middle-aged
professionals.

To investigate these patterns further, we augment the
wage models with controls for local labor market rivalry
and the financial rewards to advancement. We take two
approaches to defining a worker’s rivals. The first includes
as rivals those workers who work nearby, are of similar age,
and earn a similar wage. The second definition is based only
on location and age. For both definitions, when the rewards
to getting ahead are zero, the presence of rivals has a

negative effect on hours worked for both young and middle-
aged professionals. This effect is similar in magnitude for
both age groups. However, as the rewards to getting ahead
increase, the presence of rivals has a positive influence on
hours worked that is sharply higher for young professionals
than for middle-aged professionals or for both young and
middle-aged nonprofessionals. Our estimates imply that in
large cities such as New York, Los Angeles, and Chicago,
the presence of rivals increases young professional work
hours by the equivalent of at least a standard work week
over the course of a year—a large effect. These findings are
consistent with the rivalry explanation of the urban rat race.
The key results are robust, holding for a range of specifi-
cations for both male and female workers, including models
with over 6,000 occupation/MSA fixed effects.

Although the paper’s primary purpose is to advance the
understanding of urban labor markets by documenting the
relationship between labor supply and agglomeration, the
paper also advances the understanding of rat race effects.
Akerlof’s (1976) paper is fundamental in the vast literature
on adverse selection in labor markets. He shows that work-
ers may, in some situations, work long hours in order to
signal their unobservable productivity. Despite the impor-
tance of Akerlof’s paper, there has been little empirical
work on the rat race. The best test to date is Landers et al.
(1996), who survey lawyers in two large firms in large
northeastern cities. They identify a rat race in several ways.
First, they show that lawyers work long hours, especially
young ones, and that these lawyers would like to reduce
hours even if this were to mean lower income. Second, they
show that both associates and partners perceive hours
worked as being crucial in determining which associates
will be accepted as partners. As with Landers et al., we
consider the different situations faced by younger and older
workers. In contrast to Landers et al., we look across all
occupations and cities rather than analyzing a single occu-
pation in a single firm or city. In addition, we examine
actual hours worked rather than relying on survey evidence
on worker satisfaction and attitudes.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II discusses our data and variable construction and
documents the relationship between agglomeration and
hours worked. Section III looks at several explanations of
the observed relationship, including productivity, selection,
and rivalry. Section IV concludes.

6 This pattern may explain the estimated reduction in work hours on
average noted by Robinson and Bostrom (1994).

7 Whether this would occur in equilibrium depends on the tradeoff
between the fixed costs of hiring and training new workers versus the cost
of employing existing workers for longer hours.

TABLE 1.—AVERAGE HOURS WORKED AMONG FULL-TIME WORKERS (35 HOURS OR MORE PER WEEK) IN SELECT METROPOLITAN AREASa

Occupation Category Metropolitan Area Young Males Middle-Aged Males

Nonprofessional workersb New York, Chicago, Los Angeles 44.08 44.08
Hartford, Milwaukee, Sacramento 44.01 44.27

Professional workers (including lawyers & judges)b New York, Chicago, Los Angeles 49.06 48.01
Hartford, Milwaukee, Sacramento 47.74 47.15

Lawyers and judges New York, Chicago, Los Angeles 50.32 48.94
Hartford, Milwaukee, Sacramento 48.26 48.88

aAll data are weighted to be representative using the perwt variable in the IPUMs. Hours worked are based on the “usual hours worked per week.” Full-time is defined as 35 or more hours per week.
bProfessional workers are individuals in occupations categorized as professional-technical in the OCC1950 variable of the IPUMS and who have a master’s degree or more. Nonprofessionals include all other

workers except managers and agricultural workers and who have less than a bachelor’s degree.

THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS106
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Labor Market Depth The Intensive Margin

Systematic Patterns

Individual-level data with demographic control variables

Focus on extreme segments of the labor market
I Top: postgraduate degree and “professional and technical” occupation
I Bottom: less than a BA degree and nonprofessional occupation

Also distinguish young (30—39) and middle-aged (40—49)

1 Professionals work longer hours in a denser labor market
2 Nonprofessionals work shorter hours in a denser labor market

Stronger for the city-occupation (localization) than city (urbanization)
I Localization matters more for young than middle-aged professionals
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Labor Market Depth The Intensive Margin

Why Does Density Correlate with Longer Hours Worked?

1 Productivity
I Density makes workers more productive, raising their wage
I Workers respond by working longer hours
I Skill and density may be complementary

2 Selection
I Density attracts workers with a low relative value of leisure
I Perhaps because it attracts more productive workers
I Perhaps because urban amenities require income, non-urban ones time

3 Rivalry
I Denser markets are more competitive, requiring more effort
I High-skill occupations may require more signalling of unobserved ability
I The young may need more signalling than the middle aged
I Casual argument: no model of agglomeration and rivalry

Hand-waving “work-spreading”argument for the opposite pattern
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Labor Market Depth The Intensive Margin

The Rat Race

Rivals: workers in the same occupation with similar age and wage

1 Young professionals work longer hours when surrounded by more rivals
2 Middle-aged professionals work shorter hours when surrounded by
more rivals

Rewards to signalling: wage inequality within an occupation

1 Always connected to an increase in hours worked
2 Always a positive interaction with the presence of rivals

Rivalry can account for one more hour worked per week
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Consumer Amenities and Disamenities Consumption

Consumer City

Cities may exist and grow because people enjoy living there
I Not a higher wage, but higher utility for a given wage

1 Input sharing for consumers rather than producers
I Non-tradable services: restaurants, art venues, sport stadiums ...
I Economies of scale in the production of local services
I Greater population supports greater variety of consumer services
I Variety of goods stocked by retailers (Handbury and Weinstein 2011)
I Love of variety (Dixit—Stiglitz) or ideal variety (Lancaster/Salop)

2 Matching with individuals rather than jobs
I Social partners, friends, spouses ...

3 Aesthetics: at least some people find at least some cities beautiful
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The Rise of Reverse Commuting
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The Success of High-Amenity Cities
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Rising Demand for Some Cities’Amenities
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The Increasing Wealth of the Inner City
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Consumer Amenities and Disamenities Crime

Crime Rates and City Population
Cullen and Levitt (1999) study out-migration due to crime

An exogenous increase in crime is a consumption disamenity
1 Lower density if there’s any congestion
2 Lower housing prices if there’s congestion in construction
3 Higher nominal wages if there’s congestion in production

Data limitations
I Reliable city population data come from the decennial census
I Annual data are estimates, so it’s unclear they capture migration well
I There are instead annual data on actual real-estate transaction prices
I But those have the problem of an endogenously changing basket

Endogeneity
1 Criminality is at most exogenous at infra-annual frequencies
2 Even an exogenous crime shifter may well interact with density

F Agglomeration economies for criminals (Glaeser and Sacerdote 1999)
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Consumer Amenities and Disamenities Crime

City Crime and Population Changes by Decade
Within-City Variation Only

regression line is virtually unchanged ( 2 1.29 with a stan-
dard error of 0.23), but the points are now much more tightly
clustered.

The multiple regression equivalent of � gures 1 and 2 adds
a range of covariates to capture socioeconomic, economic,
and demographic characteristics of the city, Standard Metro-
politan Statistics Area (SMSA) and state:

D ln(CITY_POPit) 5 b D CITY_CRIMEit 1 1 X8it G

1 l t 1 g r 1 e it

(1)

where the subscripts i, r, and t index cities, regions, and
years. X represents a vector of covariates that differs
according to speci� cation and data set. One-year lags are
used for all of the covariates to reduce potential endogeneity
problems.6 l and g represent year and region dummies,
respectively. In some speci� cations, city-� xed effects and/or
region-year interactions replace region dummies. Since the
dependent variable is in changes, including city-� xed effects
is equivalent to removing a city-speci� c trend.

Because the population variable is in log changes (whereas
the two crime variables are in changes in per capita rates),
this speci� cation allows the impact of changes in crime on
mobility to be independent of the level of crime. Other
speci� cations such as log changes in both crime and
population, or changes in levels of both variables, yield
similar results when evaluated at the sample mean. We
present results from this particular speci� cation solely to
ease interpreting the coefficients. It is straightforward to
demonstrate that the crime coefficient is roughly interpret-
able as the decline in the number of city residents associated
with each additional crime.7 Our estimation technique is
weighted least squares with weights proportional to city
population.8

Table 2 presents the basic � ndings for each of our three
data sets. The � rst two columns of the table report results
from 10 yr. changes based on decennial censuses, columns 3
and 4 present results using annual changes, and column 5
shows results using the 1980 PUMS data, aggregated to the
city level. The PUMS data captures mobility between 1975
and 1980. Columns 2 and 4 include city-� xed effects.
City-� xed effects cannot be included in the 1980 PUMS
sample because the only source of variation is cross-
sectional.

The coefficients on changes in the crime rate are in the top
row. They range from 2 0.50 and 2 1.21. These estimates are
of the same order as those reported in � gures 1 and 2 (which
did not include any control variables), but are generally
somewhat smaller. The crime coefficients are generally
statistically signi� cant at the 0.05 level, except in column 5
where the number of observations is limited. Evaluated at
the sample means, a change of one standard deviation in city
crime rates (roughly a 10% change in crime) translates into a
decline in city population of slightly less than 1%. Some-
what surprisingly, the coefficients based on 1 yr. changes
(columns 3 and 4) and 10 yr. changes (columns 1 and 2) are
not that different in magnitude, suggesting that much of the
link between crime and population appears to occur without
a substantial lag.

The other covariates enter in a plausible manner, although
the standard errors are generally quite large except when
using the annual data set. Changes in SMSA unemployment
are associated with a decline in city population. The
coefficients in columns 3 and 4 translate into a decrease of
roughly 15 to 40 city residents for each 100 additional
persons unemployed. That estimate is roughly similar in
magnitude to the state-level estimates in Blanchard and Katz
(1992). There is mixed evidence on the impact of median
family income in a city. The evidence is also unclear as to
whether cities with a higher initial fraction of black residents
grow more slowly. The age coefficients—which are relative
to the omitted category ‘‘over age 65’’—� ip sign with the
inclusion of city-� xed effects. Using the decennial census
data in columns 1 and 2, there is some evidence that the
percent employed in manufacturing, a high proportion of

6 We have experimented with including the covariates in either levels or
changes, or both levels and changes simultaneously. The crime coefficients
are not sensitive to this choice.

7 In practice, this interpretation slightly exaggerates the magnitude of the
impact. The larger the variation in crime rates relative to the variation in
city populations, the closer the approximation. In our data, the standard
deviation of percent changes in year-to-year crime rates is � ve to six times
larger than the corresponding value for city populations.

8 The results are not sensitive to weighting.

FIGURE 1.—CITY CRIME AND POPULATION CHANGES BY DECADE FIGURE 2.—CITY CRIME AND POPULATION CHANGES BY DECADE

(WITHIN-CITY VARIATION ONLY)

162 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS
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Flight from Crime

1 A σ ≈ 10% increase in crime predicts a ∼ 1% population decline
I Changes are more suited to predict changes in theory
I Changes are more robust to cross-city differences in police data

2 IV: Lagged changes in the punitiveness of the state justice system
I Strong first-stage correlation, but debatable orthogonality
I Only available for annual data
I Not even Levitt can get proper identification here

3 Differential impacts using household data
I The migration response to crime increases with education
College educated 50% more responsive than high-school dropouts

I Households with children are twice as responsive as those without
I Mostly flight from the city to the suburbs within the metropolitan area
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Consumer Amenities and Disamenities Pollution

Environmental Quality

Matthew Kahn has an active research agenda, two books and a blog
on cities and the environment

Kahn (1999) looks specifically at how the decline of manufacturing
correlates with a reduction in pollution

1 Particulate levels are lower in counties with less manufacturing activity
I In 1982, the bottom decile has 50 µg/m3 and the top decile 56
I The most significant industries are SIC 32 (stone, clay, and glass), SIC
33 (primary metals), and SIC 35 (industrial metals)

2 There is evidence of cross-county spillovers
I Weaker than within-county effects

3 Effects of the large decline of the U.S. metal industry
I Employment in SIC 33 fell by 62% in the Rust Belt, 1967-1987
I Pollution in Pittsburgh declined by 60.7 µg/m3, 1977-1987
I Changes in economic activity predict half of the decline (28.7 µg/m3)
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